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This document is to be read in conjunction with the behaviour support policy. 

 Individual Pupil Rewards 

Pupils are able to earn daily points for their each of their sessions. There are 10 sessions throughout 
the day on pupil timetables, including tutor time, break, luch, enrichment, reading and lessons. Pupils 
points will be recorded individually on the shared area by the teacher or HTLA who has them for each 
session. Each box on the form will be marked with either 0, 5 or 10 points. This is at the discretion of 
staff working with them for that session, however, boundaries will be upheld and points awarded will 
be fair. Points will be totalled each day and each week. Their points equate to money. 10p per session 
- £1 per day. Pupils will collect their points throughout the half term and can spend at the end of each 
half term on a trip, voucher or item from the shop or internet. Staff will get parental permission before 
ordering to ensure home are ok with their purchase, or aware school are giving them a voucher. This 
can be flexible where needed. For example, if a pupil may need to spend their money after a week or 
two, to keep motivated with the rewards system then will happen. A points shop will be set up within 
school so pupils can exchange their points for physical items such as sensory toys, stationary, art 
equipment for pupils who may need stimulating through physical rewards via their points. The shop 
will be open on a Friday during tutor time 9.30 – 10am weekly.  

The points will also count towards the Friday afternoon rewards trip which will be three options 
depending on the amount of points: 

Gold –  above 75 points offsite trip, such as bowling, park, bike track, ice cream, mini golf. 

Silver –  above 50 points but below 75 points, onsite options, such as gardening, pool, film, art and 
crafts. 

Bronze – below 50 points, have a short restorative conversation/activity (what suits that pupil best). 
Allows relationships to repair and reattune then the pupil will join in the silver option onsite.  

If a pupil has enough points for gold, but doesn’t want to go offsite, they can join in the silver option 
if they wish.  

 

Class Rewards 

As well as individual rewards, there will also be a class reward system to encourage working together 
and group cohesion. These will fall under the following categories. 

- Ready  
- Respectable 
- Safe   

Each class will have three jars which they will to put pom poms in. Teachers will award pom poms for 
pupils being ready, respectable and safe. For example, wearing the correct uniform will earn a pom 
pom in the ‘ready’ jar. . When one of the jars is full, the class can choose a reward that they all do 
together which could include a trip to the cinema, lunch at a café, ordering lunch to school for their 
lunch, a trip to a climbing wall, trampoline park etc.  

 


